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About “Web of Anansi”
“Web of Anansi”, written by Nina Domingue-Glover, is a luminous
account of a wise spider (Anansi) who allures two cubs into its intricate
web of storytelling. This folktale takes us on an enlightening journey
where important life lessons are revealed. The cubs in “ Web of Anansi”
are confronted with puzzling social issues, and througout the play, the
cubs try to figure out the hidden, but important, messages embedded
in each of Anansi’s stories. The characters are enriched by the stories,
which center the humanity that unfolds throughout each tale. By the end
of the play, the cubs realize that they are entangled in the great mystery
of life, but can see the world more fully allowing them to question their
own beliefs. “Web of Anansi” can teach children to think deeply about
multiple themes and ideas, while using their own lived experiences to
connect with the depth of what the characters learn.

Who is Anansi?
Originating from the mouth of the peoples of
West Africa, “Anansi” is a folklore character with
eight legs. The name “Anansi” means “spider.”
Anansi is often portrayed as a clever trickster,
using cunning and wit to defeat enemies.

ABOUT THE
PLAYWRIGHT

Nina Domingue, director, actress,
and storyteller, created the play
“Web of Anansi” as Twelve
Literary Arts’ Inaugural Barbara
Smith Writer-in-Residence. Nina
entered the world of theatre
through the art of Storytelling.
She has written many one-person
shows including “Ya Mama!”
A play about her mother, which
she performed at Cleveland
Public Theatre and the New York
International Fringe Festival. In
the 2019-20 theatrical season
she was the Nord Foundation
Playwriting Fellow and Catapult
Artist at Cleveland Public Theatre.

Other characters of African folklore
introduced in “Web of Anansi”
Eshu (AY-shoo) - A male deity, guardian of choice, cunning,
mischievous, some regard him as a trickster.

Yemaya/Olokun (Yeh-my-YAH/Oh-Low-KOON) - A non-binary
mermaid deity, Yemaya rules the surface of the ocean. Olokun rules
the deep of the ocean. You do not have one without the other in the
story presented here. Sometimes, Yemaya and Olokun are portrayed
as husband and wife, other times they are portrayed as different
aspects of the same being.

Osun (Oh-SHOON) - A female deity, goddess of love, sweetness,
and beauty. Wise, not to be mistaken for weak. Regal. Confident.

West African
Folktales
“Web of Anansi” can be best described as a
series of West African“folktales”. Folktales are
entertaining stories that are created to teach a
lesson or to describe characteristics of one’s culture.
Many African-Americans are descendants of peoples from
West African countries, including Ghana, Nigeria, Liberia,
Mali, and Senegal. West African folktales were brought to
America by enslaved Africans. So even though many of the
folktales are slightly different today, the details, characters,
and motifs endured and evolved over time. The
African hare, for example, continued to play the
trickster but became Brer
Rabbit (or Bruh Rabbit).
The African jackal
became the American
fox. And the African
tortoise became a turtle
or terrapin. Even with
modifications, however, those
tales carried from Africa retain
their importance in Black
American life, and for
this reason, the West
African folktales are
an essential part of
the story of Black
Americans today.

Vocabulary
Here are some words you may want to discuss with your students
before reading/viewing the play.

Ancestor: n. A person, typically one

Observant: adj. Quick to notice things.

more remote than a grandparent, from
whom one is descended.

Protégé: n. A person who is guided or

Calabash: n. A gourd, also known as

taught by another more experienced
and expert individual.

a bottle gourd that can be dried and
hollowed out and used as a container
or made into a musical instrument.

piece of advice or a general truth.

Caretaker: n. A person who is

Reputation: n. The general opinion of

employed to look after a person,
place, animal or thing.

a person by others.

Proverb: n. A short saying stating a

Resemblance: n. Having qualities
Currency: n. Another word for money
or anything used as if it were money.

or features, especially visually in
common with another.

Detest: v. Dislike a great amount.

Sustain: v. To strengthen or support
physically or mentally.

Detriment: n. Result of being harmed.
Vulnerable: adj. Susceptible to attack,
Hardship: n. Suffering, a very

needing protection.

unpleasant situation.

Wretch: n. An unhappy or unfortunate
Humanity: n. The human race,
all peoples.

Involuntary: adj. Done without
conscious control.

person.

Study/Discusion
Questions
1

What is your idea of what is
happening to you in the play?

2

What are the major events in
the play?

3

4

7

Is having a choice always a good
thing and is not having a choice
always a bad thing?

8

When have you not gotten what you
wanted and it turned out to
be better for you?

9

Are choices easy to make?

Which of these major events is
most important to you?
What does having a choice mean?

5

What are some things you have
had to make choices about?

6

What are some things you have
had no choice about?

10 What is a message you take
away from the story?

Lesson Extensions
1

Invite the class to create a folktale

2

Dramatize your favorite part of the folktale.

3

Create a class comic book based on the characters in the play.

4

Create a Tik Tok based on the protagonist or antagonist in each story.

5

Produce a playlist of songs to introduce and conclude
the folk tale.

6

Create a scavenger hunt activity: Project a
scenario on a smartboard or anchor chart.
Write a list of possible choices related to
the scenario on sticky notes. Hide the
sticky notes in class. Have students search
for the sticky notes. If they like the choice
they keep it, if not they return the sticky
note where they found it. After everyone
finds a sticky note with their preferred
choice, have them pair with a student and
explain why they made their choice.

7

Have students create their own puppets.

Ohio Standards

SEL K-2

SOCIAL STUDIES K-2

A1. 3.a - Identify appropriate time
and place to safely process emotions,
independently or with the guidance of
a trusted adult

KINDERGARTEN

A2. 2.a - Explore opportunities to
develop skills and talents
B1. 2.a - Describe verbal and nonverbal
ways to express emotions in different
settings
C3. 2.a - Participate in cross-cultural
activities and discuss differences,
similarities, and positive qualities
across all cultures and groups
C4. 1.a - Recognize social cues in
different settings
C4. 2.a - Identify norms for various
family and social situations
D1. 2.a - Practice giving and receiving
feedback in a respectful way
E4. 1.a - Recognize that new
opportunities may have positive
outcomes

• Individuals have many wants and
make decisions to satisfy those
wants. These decisions impact others.
GRADE 1
• Rules exist in different settings. The
principles of fairness should guide
rules and the consequences for
breaking rules.
GRADE 2
• Interactions among cultures lead
to sharing ways of life
• Respect for the rights of self and
others includes making responsible
choices and being accountable for
personal actions

Ohio Standards

DRAMA/THEATRE
KINDERGARTEN
1CE - Demonstrate observation, and
listening skills in a theatrical context.

4RE - Describe the consequences of a
character’s decisions and actions in a
story or play.

2CE - Listen to stories, myths and fairy
tales from various time periods and
cultures and describe the storyline.

5RE - Describe characters in stories and
tell how they are similar to or different
from themselves.

5CE - Listen to and follow directions in
both classroom and theatrical settings.

7RE - Demonstrate confidence and
self-direction when engaging in
dramatic play.

1RE - Share thoughts, emotions and
ideas in response to a dramatic or
theatrical experiences

GRADE 2

3RE - Describe a character’s feelings in
stories and make comparisons to
people and events in their own lives.

6CE - Listen to and follow directions from
instructor and peers in both classroom
and theatrical settings.

5RE - Articulate the strengths and
weaknesses of self and peers
following performances.

7CE - Demonstrate appropriate audience
behavior when engaging in dramatic
experiences.

GRADE 1

1RE - Identify factors that influence
personal opinions about a dramatic or
theatrical work or experience.

5CE - Demonstrate audience behavior
appropriate for the forms and styles
of theatre (e.g. live theatre, film, and
television).
1RE - Explain personal and collective
emotional responses to dramatic
and theatrical works or experiences.
2RE - Recognize that there are a variety
of points of view and interpretations
of stories.

3RE - Recognize and demonstrate
acceptable audience behavior when
participating in a drama experience.
5RE - View a performance and
distinguish among the roles of
playwright, actor, director and
designer and their artistic choices.

